When trying to get homeless women that say they were sexually assaulted harassed or forced into sex acts into safe housing so they feel non threatened to report to those who's job it is to get reports. The homeless say DAWN AND NEW BEGINNINGS. KC PROSECUTORS SAY Homeless under SHARE DON'T QUALIFY. the assailant is unrelated. ???? If you have no where safe to go that KC211 has 6 week back log and your option is tent city share or nicklesville one in the same same rules. Same cult rules and same leaders. The police seem to not understand that there is NO safe housing in KC. That homeless are not welcome, don't qualify, can't go to the referrals that work for a live in or married couple a victim of domestic abuse. Anyone able to answer this? Safe harbors is city data collecting. We as a community don't have a SAFE HARBOR for these vulnerable women! It appears that maybe this is a reason they are easily victimized and have a history of silence until its later and difficult For police to investigate and put a case together? I'm not an expert but looking for answers no one has. Janice.